
 

Tool overview 
 
Suggested use: Often under-explored by project teams are the contextual factors, 
environments and systems that influence the effectiveness of their activities and outcomes. 
This tool includes video and document components and is useful for project teams at the outset 
of project planning and at regular intervals throughout project implementation – minimally 
annually as project plans are revisited and course corrections are made. 

Tool content: This tool provides background information on the nature of systems, their 
relevance to mental health promotion, the value of mapping them, and some examples of maps 
created at the Hub’s 2021 symposium. The tool also includes suggestions and resources to 
facilitate a participatory group exercise for systems mapping: who to invite, a possible flow for a 
group session, and additional resources to support the process.  

Tool format: a 20-minute Hub video and 6-page document. The video is intended to be an 
engaging format that provides information, perspective, inspiration, and practical guidance. It is 
narrated by Dr. Barb Riley (Hub Scientific Director), illustrates content with visuals, and includes 
audio clips from a conversation with systems scholar Dr. Diane Finegood (Professor, Simon 
Fraser University). This accompanying 6-page document provides guidelines for a participatory 
exercise to map systems that is described in the video. 
 
Lead author: KDE Hub Secretariat 
 
For more information or guidance: Please contact us at kdehub@uwaterloo.ca   
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OVERVIEW 
The Hub video on systems mapping highlights the importance of understanding and leveraging systems 
for mental health promotion (MHP). It also provides practical guidance and realistic expectations for 
groups seeking to understand systems relevant to them. Key concepts, perspectives and guidance are 
offered through a dynamic and informative dialogue with Drs. Barb Riley and Diane Finegood, long-time 
collaborators on projects related to systems thinking and practice, including the KDE Hub. The systems 
mapping part of the video concludes at 20 minutes and with a description of practical tools to support 
systems mapping, some of which are embedded in the video and others are in this document. The video 
includes a 5-minute bonus during which Dr. Diane Finegood offers her top three reflections on systems 
that go beyond systems mapping. Her reflections leave listeners keen to learn more, especially about 
the importance and dynamics of systems change. 
 
The primary focus of this document is on organizing and facilitating sessions for mapping systems 
relevant to MHP projects. 
 
Purpose of systems mapping sessions 

A participatory process to map systems relevant to projects allows those who participate to describe 
features of their context or environments that are thought to influence their mental health promotion 
activities and outcomes. 

Overview of a typical systems mapping session (up to 90 minutes total) 

1. Session overview and instructions (up to 10 minutes) 
2. Large and/ or small group work (up to 45 minutes) 
3. Map presentations and discussions (up to 30 minutes) 
4. Session summary and close (up to 5 minutes)  

 

PARTICIPANTS 
A few main takeaways from the Hub video on systems mapping relate to participants for systems 
mapping sessions: 

• Systems mapping is best done as a participatory exercise. 
• Who participates in any given session defines the system boundaries for the discussion. 
• Aim to include all perspectives that may be relevant to your project. 
• Not everyone needs to participate in one session; more than one session can be held that may 

include some of the same and some different perspectives and that may build on any map(s) 
from previous session(s). 

  

https://youtu.be/os44W7aAIBA
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A TYPICAL SYSTEMS MAPPING SESSION 
This guide can be applied to in-person or virtual sessions. The session description that follows includes 
main points for a session organizer and facilitator. First person facilitator comments are italicized. Third 
person instructions for facilitators are in regular font.  

1. Session overview and instructions (up to 10 minutes) 

This session is a chance to explore what some of the relevant features of our project context might be 
and how we experience it. We explore the question: What are some features of our context, settings or 
environments that may benefit from our awareness and attention to optimize our activities and impact? 

Everyone in the room brings a valuable perspective; thanks to all for your interest in exploring systems 
relevant to our work together.  

In this group exercise, we use a common systems model – the iceberg model. A few points about this 
model: 

• The most important feature is that there are system elements that are above the waterline – the 
‘tip of the iceberg’ – and system elements that are below the waterline. 

• Above the waterline relates to what we can see. It is the interventions, services, and research 
data available to us. 

• Below the waterline is what we cannot see but influences what happens above the waterline. It 
is the social norms, policies, and deeply held beliefs surrounding an issue, like children and youth 
and mental health promotion. 

• The idea of this model is to demonstrate how the invisible impacts what is visible. In other words, 
the invisible elements, those below the waterline, have the most leverage for either maintaining 
the status quo or for generating change in relation to an issue. Being aware of what is 
happening at these various levels will bring our attention to the most promising leverage points 
for making our work in mental health promotion as effective as possible. 

Our goal is to populate all parts of the iceberg, first through individual reflection and then through group 
discussion.  

Show the iceberg model, using a virtual whiteboard if the session is remote (see additional resources at 
the end of this document for a template in Google Jamboard) and a wall chart if in-person. Give 
instructions for the use of sticky notes.   

In the closing discussion, we will reflect on how we might build on our work today.  

2. Large and/or small group work (up to 45 minutes) 

A general guideline is to aim for between 7-10 people in each group. This number of participants tends 
to provide rich discussion and to allow all voices to be heard. Adapt this according to your group 
preferences and culture.  
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Group instructions: 

• For our first few minutes, we will do solo work, with each of you jotting down any features of 
your context that come to mind – those that are visible (above the waterline), and invisible 
(below the waterline). For below the water line, think about some features that are shallow and 
some that are deep.  
 

• Reminders/prompts if helpful:  
o Above the waterline: These are typically EVENTS and KEY PLAYERS/ NETWORKS – What is 

happening? By whom? At the tip of the iceberg, you have the most visible part of any system 
and the things we see around us every day (like programs, policies, campaigns, media 
stories, key actors, networks, research/ data). Consider examples of major events and 
players that have impacted your work recently. You will ‘jot’ them on sticky notes and add 
your ideas to a group visual. 

 
o Below the water line and relatively shallow: These are often PATTERNS, TRENDS, SYSTEMS 

AND STRUCTURES that shape events and main players. Think about rules, policies, cultural 
practices, resource allocation, norms/ traditions. 

 
o Below the water line and relatively deep: These are commonly described as MENTAL 

MODELS - What beliefs keep the system in place? What values, beliefs or assumptions shape 
the system? Think about paradigms, world views and values. These form the foundation for 
everything above. 

Participants will work on their own to create stickies to add to the iceberg model in Jamboard (if virtual) 
or on a wall chart (if in person). Once individuals have posted all their stickies, the facilitator will read 
aloud and ask the group if they want to seek any clarifications about specific items posted. 

Tips for Facilitation of Groupwork 

• Do not spend time trying to define system boundaries. Remind people that who is 
participating and the experience they bring is what defines systems relevant to your work 
together. Encourage participants to speak from their own context for child and youth mental 
health promotion, as they perceive and experience it. 
 

• There may be many stickies on the map, and this is okay – the group can do ‘light synthesis’ 
(e.g., grouping stickies that are alike) but there is no need to tell one single story – it is okay for 
the board to be messy. The goal is not to achieve group consensus or a single story. Clarity of 
points is more important; will others not involved in the group discussion understand each 
sticky? 
 

3. Map presentations and discussions (up to 30 minutes) 

For whatever maps are produced, and at whatever stage of development, allow participants to tell their 
stories about the map. What was important to them and why? 
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Some additional questions to consider for discussion: 

• Might we need other perspectives on contextual factors and systems influencing our work?  
• How might we synthesize and make sense of what we produce today?  
• In what parts of the iceberg are we focusing most of our attention? Are we being primarily 

reactive (mostly to activities above the waterline)? What might be some opportunities for being 
proactive and addressing contextual factors below the waterline? 

4. Session summary and close (up to 5 minutes)  

Extend thanks and congratulations to all who participated in the systems mapping session.  

Outline how the output from the session will be used, other next steps and timing for those steps.  

 
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
Three additional resources are offered: a template of the iceberg model in Google Jamboard and 
instructions for use, a reference map for describing parts of the iceberg model, and systems maps (eight 
total) created by participants at the Hub’s 2021 Annual Symposium. 

1. Iceberg model template and instructions for use in Google Jamboard 

Note: You will need to log into a Google account to develop an interactive Jamboard session. 
Participants virtually joining your systems mapping session can do so without logging into a Google 
account.  

To create your own virtual and interactive iceberg systems map using Google Jamboard: 

• Sign into your Google account 
• Access the Hub’s template of the iceberg model 
• Make a copy of the frame (click on the “More Actions” icon, which appears as three vertical dots 

near the top right corner of the screen) – you should now have your own editable copy of the 
template 

• Invite others to your Jamboard by sharing the link (click on the “Share” icon at the top right of 
the screen). Jamboards offers several sharing options – you can send the frame to select 
individuals by email, or you can simply copy and paste the link in the platform of your choosing 
(e.g., Zoom chat) 

• It is important to make sure that your participants can edit your frame (e.g., add stickies). 
Editing permission is granted by going to the “Share” icon, then in the “Get link” box, clicking on 
“Change to anyone with the link, clicking on the drop-down arrow next to “Viewer” and 
selecting “Editor” 

• Explore the editing tools in the left-hand navigation bar – sticky notes are our favourite, but you 
can also experiment with features such as the pen and text box 

• Invite others on your team to test out sharing and using your Jamboard and get in touch with 
the Hub if you need additional support 

  

https://kdehub.ca/symposium/child-and-youth-mental-health-promotion-in-your-context/
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1xP0jbJHIFK0GyXGC7ZxaC2viWMPU6rUAjGV1S9d3ZaM/edit?usp=sharing
mailto:kdehub@uwaterloo.ca
mailto:kdehub@uwaterloo.ca
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2. A reference map for describing parts of the iceberg model 

Reference Map 
Things to consider: 

• Mental models hold the most leverage. 
• Efforts at the event level can only go so far (no scale up support, lose funding, short life) if 

they are not in alignment with elements in the lower levels. 
• The lower levels impact what is going on at higher levels. 

  
What is in this level? Examples 

Visible 

Events • Interventions/programs 
• Guidelines 
• Campaigns  
• Services 
• Influencers 
• Built environment 

 

• Foundry is a service working towards a 
MHP model of practice 

Patterns + 
trends 

• Surveillance data 
• Evaluation research 

• Surveillance data reveals that the mental 
health of millennials is poorer compared 
to previous generations 
 

Water line 

Invisible 

Systems + 
structures 

• Social norms 
• Policies 
• Inter-sectoral 

relationships 
• Target population 

engagement 
 

• Mental health promotion has operated as 
separate from other health promotion 
efforts when there are intersections (like 
substance use and mental health) 

Mental 
models 

• Deeply held beliefs 
• Theories 

• Child and youth mental health promotion 
approached from a mental illness model 
vs. health promotion model 
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3. Systems maps created during the Hub’s 2021 Annual Symposium 
 

Theme Link to systems map in Google Jamboard 
Early Years https://jamboard.google.com/d/1292JAH-Ns7gKuR2LZwc5-

bQ6d49uAKupnEgVVBbk-6U/edit?usp=sharing  
 

School-based https://jamboard.google.com/d/1gRPYHO1I2KI2BAKWpQzeOmjvScXmrm_e3j
hnqMkCrwc/edit?usp=sharing  
 

Youth and Young Adults https://jamboard.google.com/d/1FRILZwzdXy-SPcbKiBmyc-K7BJY1gF-
OxruDqmMV_FU/edit?usp=sharing  
 

Caregivers, Parents, 
Families 

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1d93zr3Tym8hf_jAUTrCc0fGg_oOLLfrJc5bMn
NTrxsU/edit?usp=sharing  
 

Indigenous https://jamboard.google.com/d/12-
lX7nBu7EkCrCYun5KaaG4iayTPunnIMC5F2CSVCUc/edit?usp=sharing  
 

Newcomers, 
Immigrants, Refugees 

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1BICJI4G-1CWcdkpUeoM-
bkgSLViyC85P4C5SS-C38T8/edit?usp=sharing 
 

The Field of CYMHP https://jamboard.google.com/d/1uXJd3zwRt_Uez_4UavVL6Fqx3s4G4irvrSbNq
zXrGSA/edit?usp=sharing  
 

CYMHP, Focus on Equity https://jamboard.google.com/d/1D41qrr20ARa3PqwN6ursaa3BCN0hfuCJpq-
hIW5fXdo/edit?usp=sharing  
 

 

 

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1292JAH-Ns7gKuR2LZwc5-bQ6d49uAKupnEgVVBbk-6U/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1292JAH-Ns7gKuR2LZwc5-bQ6d49uAKupnEgVVBbk-6U/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1gRPYHO1I2KI2BAKWpQzeOmjvScXmrm_e3jhnqMkCrwc/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1gRPYHO1I2KI2BAKWpQzeOmjvScXmrm_e3jhnqMkCrwc/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1FRILZwzdXy-SPcbKiBmyc-K7BJY1gF-OxruDqmMV_FU/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1FRILZwzdXy-SPcbKiBmyc-K7BJY1gF-OxruDqmMV_FU/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1d93zr3Tym8hf_jAUTrCc0fGg_oOLLfrJc5bMnNTrxsU/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1d93zr3Tym8hf_jAUTrCc0fGg_oOLLfrJc5bMnNTrxsU/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/12-lX7nBu7EkCrCYun5KaaG4iayTPunnIMC5F2CSVCUc/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/12-lX7nBu7EkCrCYun5KaaG4iayTPunnIMC5F2CSVCUc/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1BICJI4G-1CWcdkpUeoM-bkgSLViyC85P4C5SS-C38T8/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1BICJI4G-1CWcdkpUeoM-bkgSLViyC85P4C5SS-C38T8/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1uXJd3zwRt_Uez_4UavVL6Fqx3s4G4irvrSbNqzXrGSA/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1uXJd3zwRt_Uez_4UavVL6Fqx3s4G4irvrSbNqzXrGSA/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1D41qrr20ARa3PqwN6ursaa3BCN0hfuCJpq-hIW5fXdo/edit?usp=sharing
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1D41qrr20ARa3PqwN6ursaa3BCN0hfuCJpq-hIW5fXdo/edit?usp=sharing
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